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innovation & added value
A key attribute of torin-sifan is our ability
to meet your exact needs by being both
versatile and flexible.

Our primary objective is to meet the

needs of our customers either with one

of our standard product’s or by managing
a truly joint development partnership to

This has resulted in the development of
torin-sifan ‘double wheel’ technology.

This technology allows for just one motor
with either a double or extended shaft to

drive two impellers to achieve double flow
requirements.

produce a product totally customised.

An example of this would be in the heat

recovery market, where torin-sifan have
worked closely with key
customers to challenge
market norms.

Fresh thinking - ‘Why use two
motors if you only need one?’
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the partner of choice

customer orientated
Our customers are currently facing many

In addition, on these specific customer

pressures, the physical size of their

our customers significant added value.

challenges. This could be commercial

product, a need to reduce noise or energy
consumption.

By working closely with our customers and

understanding these issues, torin-sifan has
developed solutions using ‘double wheel’

projects, torin-sifan has been able to offer
This includes;
• Design for application.
• Assembly of our double wheel onto
our customers mouldings.

technology that can meet our customers

• Balancing of the complete product

‘double wheel’ technology has delivered;

• Extended end of line testing of the

objectives within their application.

• Best in class specific fan powers.
• Reduction in component costs.
• Product performances within smaller
dimensional envelopes.

• Reduced component count.

assembly.
assembly.

By working with our customers torin-sifan
has been able to develop effectively a

‘plug and play’ system - delivering much
more than a motorised impeller.

• Reductions in manufacturing costs.

If you are looking to do something different, contact Paul Kilburn on
p.kilburn@torin-sifan.com and let’s see what is possible together.
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torin-sifan
The Partner of Choice

Greenbridge, Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 3JB UK
t: +44 (0)1793 524 291 f: +44 (0)1793 486 570

e: sales@torin-sifan.com www.torin-sifan.com
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the partner of choice

